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1. Introduction

It has always been a great concern to help people understand their path of life (Joseph, 2022). Since ancient times, the ways of life have occupied the minds of humans. With the passage of time and advancements in science, technology, and awareness, various lifestyles have emerged. Lifestyle is dependent on people’s taste and preferences and is also used to express cultural realities. Additionally, lifestyle is influenced by other factors such as social, religious, economic, ethical, familial,
temporal, and health-related components. Today, lifestyle is transforming into a field of knowledge (Azimi Ferd, 1391).

Throughout the ages, literature has had a significant impact on society and people's lifestyles (Malekuti, 1399). It can be said that "robai" (quatrain) is one of the shortest forms of Persian poetry, and most poets have showcased their art in this poetic form. Because "robai" is the most authentic type of Iranian poetry, it embodies the spirit of Iranian culture and presents the profound thoughts of Iranian poets in a simple and delightful manner (Riahi, 1366). (Riahi, 1366). In their article (Mashhady, Abbasi, Mashhady 2009).

Iran has had prominent poets throughout history, and among these great poets, Sa’di, an Iranian poet, stands out as one of the prominent figures in Iranian literature. In his works, he speaks of himself, but with a little reflection on his works, one can discover his personality and thoughts (Mohseninia, 1393). Furthermore, Rumi is also a great poet who has composed beautiful and soulful verses in the form of "robaiyat" and has also made references to lifestyle. The authors of this article seek to examine and compare the similarities and differences in their approach to lifestyle in Sa’di's "Golestan" and Rumi's "robaiyat".

1. 1. Sa’di

Abu-Muhammad Muslih al-Din bin Abdullah bin Muslih, known as Sa’di, was a Persian-speaking Iranian poet and writer (606-690 AH). He was a man of literature, and he was given titles such as the Master of Speech, King of Speech, Grand Sheikh, and the Absolute Master. He studied at the Nizamiyah madrasa in Baghdad, which was the most important center of knowledge and learning in the Islamic world at that time. After that, he traveled to Hijaz and Syria as a preacher and then returned to Shiraz, his hometown, where he spent the rest of his life. His tomb is located in Shiraz and is known as Sa'diyeh (Wikipedia, 2023). During his numerous journeys, he began writing his experiences in prose and poetry (Ahmadvand, Shamaee, Moeinifard, 1393). The authors of this article aim to examine Sa’di's "Golestan".

1. 2. Rumi

Jalaluddin Muhammad Balkhi, known as Mawlana, Molana, and Rumi, was a Persian-speaking Iranian poet (6 Rabi’ al-Awwal 604 – 5 Jumada al-Thani 672 AH). His full name was "Mohammad bin Mohammad bin Hussein i Khatibi Bakri Balkhi." During his lifetime, he was referred to as "Jalaluddin," "Lord," and "Mawlana Khodavandgar." In later centuries (apparently from the 9th century onwards), he was known as "Mowlavi," "Mowlana," "Mowlavi Rumi," and "Melaye Rumi." In some of his poems, he has been called "Khamush" and "Khamosh" (Wikipedia, 2023). The authors of this article aim to examine Rumi's book "Rubaiyat".
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2. Literature Review

Many researchers have gathered numerous articles about lifestyle, and the authors of these articles refer to some of them in this section.

In his article, Azimi Fard (2012) gathered information about lifestyle in Islamic life. He believes that lifestyle is an important subject and is becoming a science. Additionally, he states that lifestyle is dependent on individual preferences, and over time, different tastes have emerged. He also argues that lifestyle is influenced by other components, with the family being the most influential component in Islamic lifestyle among others.

Khajeh Nouri, Rohani, and Hashemi (2011) researched lifestyle and body management. This research was conducted using a survey method and a self-designed questionnaire was used to gather data. They concluded that all lifestyles had a relationship with managing appearance and body shape.

Furthermore, other authors have also written articles about poets who have focused on lifestyle, such as Sa’di and Rumi, whom the authors of this article will further discuss.

Mashhadi, Abbasi, and Mashhadi (1389) conducted research on Rumi and his quatrains poetry. The authors aimed to examine and evaluate Rumi’s literary works from various perspectives to explore the intellectual themes within his quatrains. They concluded that although the thematic elements of Rumi’s quatrains are similar to his ghazals and masnavis, they possess unique qualities such as brevity, conciseness, simplicity, etc., which sets them apart from his other works. His quatrains contain a multitude of thoughts and ideas that prove Rumi did not compose these poems solely for entertainment purposes.

Roshanzadeh and Hashemifar (1395) conducted research on the patterns of Islamic lifestyle based on Rumi’s poetry. Their research was carried out using a library-based method. They concluded that Rumi portrayed various and diverse patterns of Islamic lifestyle to people, and his Mathnawi is replete with moral points and religious and mystical guidelines for living a good life.

Ahmadvand and colleagues (1397) conducted research on the teachings of Sa’di in his Gulistan. This article was carried out using a library-based method and exploration of Sa’di’s Gulistan. The authors of this article attempted to gather the shoulds and should nots that Sa’di mentioned regarding lifestyle by examining the book Gulistan and other related articles. In the end, they were able to identify 36 moral and behavioral recommendations in Gulistan regarding lifestyle. Therefore, they concluded that this book can be considered one of the greatest works in didactic and instructional literature.
3. Lifestyle from Sa’di and Rumi’s Point of View

3.1 Review of Lifestyle from Sa’di’s Point of View

In the following section, the authors of this article attempt to examine Sa’di’s perspective on lifestyle and his teachings by conducting a comprehensive analysis of his book, "Golestan."

3.1.1. About Contentment

We all know that contentment is one of the principles of lifestyle, and many poets have addressed this issue. Sa’di, in this verse, says that being content and being satisfied with less leads to human prosperity and is the best blessing.

* Make me rich in contentment, for there is no bounty superior to that

Similarly, in this couplet, Sa’di believes that enduring the hardships of contentment is better than seeking the favors of others.

* Let us embrace the dry bread of contentment and the simple clothing of humble living, for carrying the burden of our struggles is more honorable than carrying the burden of others' favors.

3.1.2. About Health

* Health and well-being are one of the greatest blessings that God has bestowed upon us. We should be grateful to God for it and strive to preserve it. Sa’di expresses the secret of health as follows:

  * This is a group of people who refrain from eating until their appetite is no longer dominant. They still have some appetite left, but they resist eating and refrain from food.

* He says that speaking when necessary and eating when feeling hungry is the secret to good health.

  A wise man initiates his speech with caution Or extends a finger towards his food with deliberation For from not speaking comes no disturbance And from not eating, no harm to one's existence Indeed, his wisdom lies in his words And his eating brings about health and accord.

3.1.3 About Abusing People

* A person who treats others with kindness and goodness is beloved by people. But woe to the condition of the individual who harms others, as they will find no peace for themselves, and others will suffer from them. Sa’di considers causing harm to others a great sin and values the survival of such individuals over their death:
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Oh, oppressor, who oppresses the weak,
How long will this bazaar remain warm?
What good is your worldly status to you?
To whom will you cause harm after your death?

* He considers a person who harms others as less valuable than an animal:

Endure the suffering of cows and donkeys,
Do not harm people, oh, oppressors of humanity

3.1.4. About Friendship

* It is not possible to navigate through life without a friend. Sa’di, in his book "Gulistan," places great importance on friendship and the choice of friends. In his view, a friend is someone who possesses special and useful qualities. He does not consider those who lack steadfastness of beliefs to be useful and discourages associating and interacting with such individuals:

May you live in good health and may the passing of time bring you peace and prosperity.

* Another important quality of a good friend, in their opinion, is offering help in times of need, as the proverb says “A friend in need is a friend indeed”.

A friend is someone who holds the hand of a friend in trouble and needs.

* Sa’di has mentioned the transformation of the best friend to the worst enemy and also emphasized the importance of respecting privacy in the context of friendship. He believes that:

"That wise men have said, do not empower your friend so much that if they become your enemy, they can harm you."

3.1.5. About Pre-judgment

Human beings never know everything and do not have the power of perfect judgment. Only God is deserving of this knowledge.

If you see someone with fine clothing, Consider them virtuous and noble. But if you do not know what lies beneath, Why should you worry about the accountant inside the house?

3.1.6. About Hypocrisy

Sa’di believes that a hypocritical person who showcases their talents while concealing their flaws may gain false credibility in this world but will remain poor in the afterlife.
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Oh, the talents are taken on the palm, while the flaws are hidden under the armpit. How long will you remain arrogant, thinking you can buy everything? On the day of destitution, your deceitful tricks won’t work.

3.1.7. About White Lies

Sadi, in his poetry, refers to the fact that a seemingly beneficial lie can be truly provocative and disruptive.

A peaceful lie can indeed be a provocative deception.

3.1.8. About Sympathy with others

Sadi considers all individuals to be connected through a common thread, believing that the suffering and hardship of others have an impact on one’s own life. He does not consider someone who does not pay attention to the grief and sorrow of others worthy of being called a human being.

Human beings are members of a whole, in the creation of one essence and soul. If one member is afflicted with pain, other members uneasy will remain.

You who feel no pain about the suffering of others, should not be called human.

3.1.10. About Kindness

Kindness is one of the fundamental principles of life that has a good and positive impact on the life of every individual. In the view of Sa’di, the happiness of God lies in the happiness of His servant.

If you desire God’s forgiveness, treat His creation with kindness.

Indeed, according to Sa’di, a person who commits oppression is deserving of condemnation and curse. He believes that an unjust person should never have a clear conscience.

Sa’di believes that a tyrant will not escape the consequences of their actions. They will be cursed and their fate will be everlasting.

3.1.11. About Loyalty

One of the noblest qualities believed by this great poet is loyalty. He believes that individuals should show forgiveness towards others.

Be kind to the one who is constantly gracious in your place, Pardon them, even if they have wronged you throughout their lifetime.
3.1.12. About Education

Human upbringing takes place in childhood, and parents are the most important individuals in this matter. According to Sa’di, the best period for education is childhood and adolescence.

Whoever does not teach a child manners in their youth, In adulthood, they will not benefit from their instruction. Bend a fresh stick however you desire, But a dry stick will not bend straight over a fire.

3.1.13. About the Value of Life

Every individual only lives once and should appreciate the value of their life and stay away from ignorance and foolishness. Sa’di says that a person realizes the worth of their life when they encounter difficulties and challenges.

A person truly appreciate their well-being when they face hardships and adversity.

3.1.14. About Patience

Sa’di provides hope to individuals by emphasizing the importance of patience. He acknowledges that while patience can be bitter, it ultimately yields sweet results.

Do not sit sourly in the circle of passing days, for although patience may be bitter, it yields sweetness.

3.1.15. About Greed

Sa’di has compared human desires to an unfathomable well that can never be filled by small drops of dew.

The eyes of those consumed by greed will never be satiated by the blessings of this world, just as a well cannot be filled with dewdrops.

3.1.16. About the Importance of Art

Every person can have a more beautiful and better life with the arts they possess. Sa’di also invites individuals to acquire skills and knowledge in various arts.

Art is a fountain of prosperity and enduring wealth.

3.1.17. About Reproach by others

The envy of the envious will not affect the wise individual in how they live their life, as they have found the right path to living. Sa’di emphasizes the importance of good deeds that are spoken ill of, rather than bad deeds that are spoken well of.
Be virtuous, even if people speak ill of you, for to whom will you be bad if you are virtuous, and who will see your goodness, if you are bad?

3.1.18. About Lying

According to this poet, telling a false attribute is very ugly because it leads to a loss of trust.

If someone who has the habit of telling the truth makes a mistake, they will be forgiven for it. But if they become famous for telling lies, no one will believe them even when they speak the truth.

3.1.19. About Gossiping

Slander, fanning the flames of hatred between people, and the fire that a slanderer ignites initially catches onto their own garment. Therefore, this action is far from human reason.

To ignite a fire between two individuals is not a display of intelligence, as the one who fans the flames ultimately burns in the midst of it.

3.1.20. About Jealousy

Sa’di believes that a person harbors an internal enemy named jealousy who is stronger than all other enemies. This individual believes they do not need any divine punishment.

Unless you refrain from wishing misfortune upon the jealous, for their fortune has turned into their own misfortune.

3.2. Review of Lifestyle from Rumi’s Point of View

Continuing with this section, the authors attempted to analyze the poems of Mawlana Rumi and discover his perspective on the style of life. In his quatrains, Mawlana Rumi has also utilized mystical symbols and metaphors.

3.2.1. About Knowing God

This poet believes that through knowing God, humans come to know themselves and find their own contentment.

O Divine manuscript, you are the mirror of the beauty of the King.

Everything in the world exists within you, there is nothing outside of you. Search within yourself for whatever you desire, for you are the essence of it all.
3.2.2. About Love

Moulana regards love as the union between lovers and believes that both of them are one. He is convinced that any goodness towards the beloved is true as if they have done it for themselves.

I said, "How can lover and beloved be two? They are one, I was mistaken." You asked, "Why do you revolve around me?" I replied, "I revolve around half of myself for you."

3.2.3. About Our Companion

Moulana directly states that sit with and seek the company of great and complete individuals who can help you rectify your flaws.

Sit there where the companions are men, so they can remove the smoke of your turbidity.

3.2.4. About Faithfulness to Covenants

In the view of Moulana, a person who is faithful to their promises and commitments is highly esteemed among people and considered as one of the noble qualities of human beings.

Do not pay attention to the one who appears valiant, but rather focus on the one who remains true to their promise. If they fulfill their commitments consistently, they surpass any other qualities a person may possess.

3.2.5. About Contentment

Maulana believes that it is permissible to be content with what you have to avoid becoming dependent on others.

When you are content with a handful of barley bread, you have woven a mantle for the world, just like a silken thread.

3.2.6. About Jealousy

In the view of Mawlana Rumi, envy is one of the worst moral problems and an undesirable behavior. Know that envy is when someone receives a blessing and you become resentful, desiring its demise. This is forbidden due to its harmful consequences and because it goes against the decrees of the Most High and stems from a malicious inner nature. It is unacceptable to wish for the demise of a blessing that is not destined for you, except from a position of wickedness.
3.2.7. About Reproach

Mawlana believes that if you feel ashamed of people, you should refrain from speaking ill of them. And if you want to reflect the good and bad of people back to them, you should have a hard surface like a mirror. This means that you should be resilient and unaffected by the actions and behaviors of others, just like a mirror that remains unaffected by the images it reflects. It is a call to cultivate inner strength and not let the negativity of others affect your own character.

*If one is ashamed of both this and that, then the faults of those underground should be held accountable. And if you present both goodness and badness like a mirror, then you must have a face like iron, just as a mirror does.*

3.2.8. About Life

Life passes quickly, and it is better to make the best use of this short opportunity so that we never feel regret for the past and the passage of time. These verses indicate the perishable nature of human beings.

*Time shortens the life of this whisper, and this whining is of no avail. In everyone's head, there is pride, but the flood of death drowns it all.*

3.2.9. About Opportunities

Opportunities pass by quickly, and it is better for us to make good use of them. Rumi says that we should consider opportunities as a treasure and make the most of them.

*Today, the rival of love shouted in a loud voice, "If you are a thug, be only against thugs." Yesterday is gone, so do not dwell on the past, Sharpen yourself for the tomorrow that has not yet come.*

3.2.10. About Compromising with People

Human beings live among other people and must be in harmony with them. Rumi believes that it is possible to become tired and point fingers at others, but we must still build relationships with people.

*You must become tired in many ways, and pointing fingers at this and that must become. If you want to build relationships with others, even if you have a kingdom in the heavens.*

3.2.11. About Repeating Speech

Rumi considers repetitive speech, like an old bridle, to be harmful and damaging. It only brings harm and no benefit to others.
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A new dawn, a new dawn, that can behold new joy Leave behind the old burden, abandon the worn-out saddle, and trim your beard

3.2.12. About Love for Mother

Mowlana believes that true love is like a mother because it is the one that brings us into this world and takes care of us.

Love is the path and the way of our Prophet We are born of love and love is our mother We were not born of a mother, but of love May a hundred blessings and praises be upon our mother

3.2.13. About Love

In the works of Iranian mystics, many verses have been written about love. Rumi, who is among the foremost lovers, has also composed numerous verses on this subject.

Nimrod's quality vanished from my sight, my heart fell into the fire of Abraham's longing. But my heart remained like a blooming branch, that the gentle breeze of the morning scatters with grace.

3.2.14. About the Conflict between Love and Wisdom

In all the verses of poets and the words of people about love and wisdom, these two have been portrayed in opposition to each other.

When the beloved whispers something under their breath, You become infatuated, and reason no longer remains. The knowledge acquired in schools, Is a different matter; love is a different matter.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

By examining the poems of Sa’di, it can be understood that his book, "Golestan Sa’di", encompasses important teachings and lessons for life. Furthermore, through studying the book, one can grasp that the poet has put forth all his efforts to write these teachings, aiming to create an influential and splendid work. Sa’di has conveyed his teachings in the form of poetry and anecdotes, which have a greater impact on the reader. In the end, this poet has managed to include 20 teachings in his book.

It is evident that Sa’di, in his poems, delineates the boundaries between good and evil, proper and improper behavior, making them clear to the readers. The overall purpose of his work is companionship, justice, kindness, and benevolence, ultimately leading to a sense of devotion to God. Sa’di portrays these themes effectively in his poems.
The authors of this article have focused solely on their capabilities to examine and analyze the book "Golestan Sa’di" and have made every effort to explore and identify its verses. This article has been written using a library-based approach, by reading and studying sources such as the book "Golestan Sa’di" and the ghazals of Rumi.

By examining the quatrains of Rumi, it can be observed that he not only delves into ethical themes but also addresses other subjects such as love for the mother and the recognition of God. Similar to Sa’di, Rumi presents his teachings in the form of poetry, utilizing beautiful descriptions and metaphors to engage the reader, thus ensuring the longevity of these teachings in the reader's mind.

Iranian poets have written numerous verses in the Garden of Love and infatuation, and Rumi, being one of the foremost lovers, has composed many poems in this regard. It is possible to find teachings even in this subject matter within his poetry. In the end, this poet has managed to include 14 teachings in his book.

The researchers in this article made an effort to examine Rumi's quatrains to the best of their abilities and gather all of his teachings in this paper.
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Bütün insanlar həm fiziki, həm də aqıllı cəhətdən də yaxşı bir həyat sürməyi arzulayır, buna görə də müxtəlif sahələrdən olan müxtəlif alimlər həyat tərzi adlanan bu faktoru müxtəlif aspektlərin araşdırmağa çalışmışlar. Həyat tərzi, şübhəsiz ki, bütün insanların rifihə təsir göstərir. Bu məsələ təkə müasir dövrümüzün önəmi təklif etmir, həm də qədim dövrələr, və uzun vaxtın həyat tərzi adlanan bu faktoru müxtəlif aspektlərin araşdırmağa çalışmışlar. Müəllif sahələrdən olan müxtəlif alimlər həyat tərzi adlanan bu faktoru müxtəlif aspektlərin araşdırmağa çalışmışlar.
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Все люди хотят жить лучше, как физически, так и морально, поэтому разные ученые из разных областей пытались изучить разные аспекты этого фактора, называемого образом жизни. Образ жизни, несомненно, влияет на благополучие всех людей. Этот вопрос важен не только в наше современное время, но и в древности, и в далеком прошлом. Поэты и мудрецы того времени написали на эту тему множество стихотворений и стихов. Писатели и поэты в своих произведениях неоднократно давали людям советы по пропаганде лучшего образа жизни. Целью данной статьи было собрать и рассмотреть учения двух мудрых и известных иранских поэтов Саади и Руми по вопросу образа жизни. В данном исследовании с использованием различных источников были проведены библиотечные исследования, изучение Гулистана Сади и чинов Руми.

Исследователи выявили 20 морально-социальных учений об образе жизни в Гулистане Сади и 14 морально-социальных учений в рядах Руми. Оба поэта показали в своих книгах интересные и поучительные моральные проблемы. Рекомендуется изучать и пропагандировать чтение четверостиший Гулистана и Руми среди населения, особенно в школах.

Ключевые слова: Образ жизни, поэт, Сади, Руми, Сади Гулистан, ряды Руми, проповедь.